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THE ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE
OF
PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Purdue University recognizes its opportunity for public service by carrying the benefits of its teaching and research activities to those in the State who are interested in engineering problems, but who are unable to be benefited by the regular courses of resident instruction which are offered at the University.

The Engineering Extension Service of Purdue University is carried on in the following ways:

1. Conferences are held at Purdue University and at other places in Indiana for the benefit of road builders, canners, electrical workers, power plant men, foundrymen and for others engaged in manufacturing and in public utility industries.

2. Groups of lectures are delivered by engineering experts of Purdue University for the benefit of industrial workers and executives. Talks are also given on subjects related to engineering before civic, commercial and manufacturing organizations.

3. Publications in the form of bulletins and circulars are issued containing up-to-date information on engineering subjects.

Address communications concerning Engineering Extension Service to

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE,
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.